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Epub free Effects of near fault ground motions on frame structures [PDF]
a common approach to representing near fault ground motion in engineering analysis is to explicitly consider and select records with strong directivity pulses pulse records we use
three dimensional high resolution physics based earthquake simulations to test this approach in the context of scenario based ground motion record selection and near fault effects
typically includes those locations that are 10 km far from the active fault that is capable of generating large magnitude earthquakes however near fault earthquakes may sometimes
be observed in greater fault distances the near fault ground motion possesses significantly long period pulse in the acceleration time history that is consistent with velocity and
displacement histories the long period response of the near fault ground motion is more excessive than the far fault ground motion near fault earthquakes with pulse like seismic
ground motion along the horizontal and vertical directions are investigated if both fault normal and vertical components embed a pulse like waveform then their pulse periods are
correlated observations from several earthquakes indicate that near fault nf ground motions have a significant influence on the seismic response of structures however existing
studies have only discussed the influence of a certain nf characteristic on the seismic response rather than systematically discussing and comparing the influence of different a
comprehensive parameterized stochastic model of near fault ground motions in two orthogonal horizontal directions is developed the proposed model uniquely combines several
existing and new sub models to represent major characteristics of recorded near fault ground motions these characteristics the behavior of the base isolated buildings under near
fault nf ground motions with fling step and forward directivity characteristics are investigated with a rational assessment of design basis near fault ground motion are investigated in a
parametric format article history cite share permissions abstract a simple yet effective analytical model is proposed for the representation of near field strong ground motions the
model adequately describes the impulsive character of near fault ground motions both qualitatively and quantitatively near the supershear regions of the fault classical signals of
supershear rupture such as relatively large fault parallel motion may be observed it remains to be seen if these particular characteristics of ground motion can be effectively detected
in the real world lianheng zhao john x zhao haiying fu 1052 accesses 17 citations explore all metrics abstract a general sliding block model for calculating permanent displacement of
slope is presented a probabilistic framework to include the effects of near fault directivity in seismic hazard assessment peer report 2013 15 abstract growth of major population
centers near seismically active faults has significantly increased the probability of a large earthquake striking close to a big city in the near future 1 abstract this project has
developed a methodology for probabilistic assessment of collapse risk in near field regions and implemented this methodology to assess collapse risk for a number of different
buildings at different sites affected by near fault ground motion pulses and directivity earthquake ground motions in the near fault region frequently have intense double sided pulses
in the velocity time series that can be very damaging to structures many of these velocity pulses are attributed to the effects of forward directivity which occurs when a fault ruptures
toward a site abstract results of comprehensive nonlinear response history analyses on a range of configurations representing typical highway overcrossings subjected to combined
effects of vertical and horizontal components of near fault ground motions are reported introduction resource excavation activities can cause significant stress change near faults and
consequently a high risk for the occurrence of excavation induced fault slips and even severe earthquakes which are becoming a major threat to the safety of excavation engineering
worldwide ortlepp 2000 sainoki and mitri 2014 published 22 september 1997 geology physics this paper explains the effects of rupture directivity on near fault ground motions
describes an empirical model of these effects provides guidelines for the specification of response spectra and time histories to represent near fault ground motions and provides
guidelines for the selection of near fault ground motions recorded in recent major earthquakes 1999 taiwan chi chi 1989 loma prieta 1994 us northridge and 1995 japan hyogoken
nanbu are characterized by a ground motion with large velocity pulse which exposes the structures to high input energy in the beginning of the earthquake officials at columbia
university facing surging tensions on campus have taken steps to try to address students concerns over safety and freedom of expression james tuttle keane in our study we propose
that strike slip or side to side motion similar to what happens on the san andreas fault when there s an earthquake could regulate enceladus jets because of the unique characteristics
of near fault ground motions the ground motions recorded in the near fault region which expose the structure to high input energy in the beginning of the earthquake 6 have the
potential to cause a large response and considerable damage to structures
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characteristics and selection of near fault simulated Mar 31 2024
a common approach to representing near fault ground motion in engineering analysis is to explicitly consider and select records with strong directivity pulses pulse records we use
three dimensional high resolution physics based earthquake simulations to test this approach in the context of scenario based ground motion record selection and

effects of near fault and far fault ground motions on Feb 28 2024
near fault effects typically includes those locations that are 10 km far from the active fault that is capable of generating large magnitude earthquakes however near fault earthquakes
may sometimes be observed in greater fault distances

effects of near fault and far fault ground motions on Jan 29 2024
the near fault ground motion possesses significantly long period pulse in the acceleration time history that is consistent with velocity and displacement histories the long period
response of the near fault ground motion is more excessive than the far fault ground motion

near fault earthquakes with pulse like horizontal and Dec 28 2023
near fault earthquakes with pulse like seismic ground motion along the horizontal and vertical directions are investigated if both fault normal and vertical components embed a pulse
like waveform then their pulse periods are correlated

influence of near fault ground motion characteristics on the Nov 26 2023
observations from several earthquakes indicate that near fault nf ground motions have a significant influence on the seismic response of structures however existing studies have only
discussed the influence of a certain nf characteristic on the seismic response rather than systematically discussing and comparing the influence of different

stochastic modeling and simulation of near fault ground Oct 26 2023
a comprehensive parameterized stochastic model of near fault ground motions in two orthogonal horizontal directions is developed the proposed model uniquely combines several
existing and new sub models to represent major characteristics of recorded near fault ground motions these characteristics

near fault earthquake ground motion and seismic isolation Sep 24 2023
the behavior of the base isolated buildings under near fault nf ground motions with fling step and forward directivity characteristics are investigated with a rational assessment of
design basis near fault ground motion are investigated in a parametric format
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a mathematical representation of near fault ground motions Aug 24 2023
article history cite share permissions abstract a simple yet effective analytical model is proposed for the representation of near field strong ground motions the model adequately
describes the impulsive character of near fault ground motions both qualitatively and quantitatively

the near fault ground motion characteristics of sustained and Jul 23 2023
near the supershear regions of the fault classical signals of supershear rupture such as relatively large fault parallel motion may be observed it remains to be seen if these particular
characteristics of ground motion can be effectively detected in the real world

investigation of permanent displacements of near fault Jun 21 2023
lianheng zhao john x zhao haiying fu 1052 accesses 17 citations explore all metrics abstract a general sliding block model for calculating permanent displacement of slope is
presented

a probabilistic framework to include the effects of near May 21 2023
a probabilistic framework to include the effects of near fault directivity in seismic hazard assessment peer report 2013 15 abstract growth of major population centers near seismically
active faults has significantly increased the probability of a large earthquake striking close to a big city in the near future

the effect of near fault directivity on building seismic Apr 19 2023
1 abstract this project has developed a methodology for probabilistic assessment of collapse risk in near field regions and implemented this methodology to assess collapse risk for a
number of different buildings at different sites affected by near fault ground motion pulses and directivity

selection of near fault pulse motions journal of Mar 19 2023
earthquake ground motions in the near fault region frequently have intense double sided pulses in the velocity time series that can be very damaging to structures many of these
velocity pulses are attributed to the effects of forward directivity which occurs when a fault ruptures toward a site

effect of near fault vertical ground motions on seismic Feb 15 2023
abstract results of comprehensive nonlinear response history analyses on a range of configurations representing typical highway overcrossings subjected to combined effects of
vertical and horizontal components of near fault ground motions are reported
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effects of near fault stress evolution and surface asperities Jan 17 2023
introduction resource excavation activities can cause significant stress change near faults and consequently a high risk for the occurrence of excavation induced fault slips and even
severe earthquakes which are becoming a major threat to the safety of excavation engineering worldwide ortlepp 2000 sainoki and mitri 2014

the characteristics and quantification of near fault ground Dec 16 2022
published 22 september 1997 geology physics this paper explains the effects of rupture directivity on near fault ground motions describes an empirical model of these effects provides
guidelines for the specification of response spectra and time histories to represent near fault ground motions and provides guidelines for the selection of

comparison of near fault and far fault ground motion effects Nov 14 2022
near fault ground motions recorded in recent major earthquakes 1999 taiwan chi chi 1989 loma prieta 1994 us northridge and 1995 japan hyogoken nanbu are characterized by a
ground motion with large velocity pulse which exposes the structures to high input energy in the beginning of the earthquake

live updates student protests at columbia yale and other Oct 14 2022
officials at columbia university facing surging tensions on campus have taken steps to try to address students concerns over safety and freedom of expression

how tiger stripes on saturn s moon enceladus hint at Sep 12 2022
james tuttle keane in our study we propose that strike slip or side to side motion similar to what happens on the san andreas fault when there s an earthquake could regulate
enceladus jets

effects of near fault and far fault ground motions on Aug 12 2022
because of the unique characteristics of near fault ground motions the ground motions recorded in the near fault region which expose the structure to high input energy in the
beginning of the earthquake 6 have the potential to cause a large response and considerable damage to structures
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